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296 architectural drawings, floor plans, and photographs illustrate 40 different kinds of "Mission-

style" homes from The Craftsman (1901-16), voice of American style of simplicity and organic

harmony. Thorough coverage of Craftsman idea in text and picture, now collector's item.

"Stickely's designs incorporate a natural, rustic and spacious look that is complete and

satisfying. This wonderfully detailed book is still relevant today for those interested in this

classic style."--Mountain Living--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the

AuthorGustav Stickley (1858-1942) was a leader and innovator in America's Arts and Crafts

movement and published several books, magazines, and articles on the subject. --This text

refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From the Back CoverA breath of fresh air was

blown into the stuffy, overdone interiors of Victorian houses when the Arts & Crafts movement

swept through Europe and the United States in the 1880s. Gustav Stickley, who published The

Craftsman magazine and sold house designs, was one of the strongest proponents of this

philosophy of simplicity. In Stickley's own words, Craftsman Home plans were designed "to

substitute the luxury of taste for the luxury of costliness; to teach that beauty does not imply

elaboration or ornament; to employ only those forms and materials which make for simplicity,

individuality and dignity of effect." Craftsman Homes is Stickley's own compilation of the best of

these designs. Here you will find plans for more than 40 cottages, cabins, and bungalows-

complete with illustrated interior layouts and decorating ideas, as well as suggestions for

garden and outdoor treatments. All incorporate a sense of space and openness to rooms, and

feature bold, rustic styling based on regional building traditions such as colonial log cabins or

Spanish missions of the Southwest. Relying on nature and local materials, and integrating

traditional craft techniques, these homes still look as fresh, modern, and ultimately livable

today as they did when they were built in the early twentieth century. This is a must-have book

for lovers of good design, students of architecture, history buffs, or those who want to put the

Arts & Crafts philosophy to practical use. (8 1/2 x 11, 216 pages, b&w photos,

diagrams)Gustav Stickley (1858-1942), an innovative leader of the Arts & Crafts movement in

America, published books, magazines, and articles about Craftsman design.--This text refers

to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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Craftsman living room with recessed window-seat.See description facing page 8.Craftsman

living room seen from reception hall.See description facing page 128.This Dover edition, first

published in 1979, is an unabridged republication of the second edition of Craftsman Homes,

as originally published by the Craftsman Publishing Company, N.Y., in 1909. The plates facing

pages 8, 128, 136 and 144, in color in the original edition, appear in black and white within the

book, and in color (reduced) on the inside covers.9780486145716Library of Congress Catalog

Card Number: 78-73519Manufactured in the United States of AmericaDover Publications,

Inc.180 Varick StreetNew York, N.Y. 10014“Great nations write their autobiography in three

manuscripts: the book of their words, the book of their deeds and the book of their art. Not one

of these books can be understood unless me read the other two, but of the three, the only one

quite trustworthy is the last. The acts of a nation may be triumphant by its good fortune, and its

words mighty by the genius of a few of its children, but its art can be supreme only by the

general gifts and common sympathies of the race.”John Ruskin.Table of ContentsTitle

PageCopyright PageEpigraphEpigraph“THE SIMPLIFICATION OF LIFE:” A CHAPTER FROM

EDWARD CARPENTER’S BOOK CALLED “ENGLAND’S IDEAL”“THE ART OF BUILDING A

HOME”: BY BARRY PARKER AND RAYMOND UNWINA CRAFTSMAN HOUSE FOUNDED

ON THE CALIFORNIA MISSION STYLEAN OLD-FASHIONED HOUSE WITH THE DINING

ROOM AND KITCHEN IN ONEA SMALL COTTAGE THAT IS COMFORTABLE, ATTRACTIVE

AND INEXPENSIVEA PLAIN HOUSE THAT WILL LAST FOR GENERATIONS AND NEED

BUT FEW REPAIRSA COTTAGE OF CEMENT OR STONE THAT IS CONVENIENTLY

ARRANGED FOR A SMALL FAMILYSUBURBAN HOUSE DESIGNED FOR A LOT HAVING

WIDE FRONTAGE BUT LITTLE DEPTHA VERY SIMPLE AND INEXPENSIVE COTTAGE

BUILT OF BATTENED BOARDSA CEMENT HOUSE THAT SHOWS THE DECORATIVE USE

OF CONCRETE AS A FRAMEWORKCEMENT HOUSE SHOWING LAVISH USE OF HALF-

TIMBER AS A DECORATIONCEMENT HOUSE SHOWING CRAFTSMAN IDEA OF HALF-

TIMBER CONSTRUCTIONA COMFORTABLE AND CONVENIENT HOUSE FOR THE

SUBURBS OR THE COUNTRYA CRAFTSMAN CITY HOUSE DESIGNED TO

ACCOMMODATE TWO FAMILIESA CRAFTSMAN FARM HOUSE THAT IS COMFORTABLE,

HOMELIKE AND BEAUTIFULHOUSE WITH COURT, PERGOLAS, OUTDOOR LIVING

ROOMS AND SLEEPING BALCONIESTHE CRAFTSMAN’S HOUSE: A PRACTICAL

APPLICATION OF OUR THEORIES OF HOME BUILDINGA SMALL SHINGLED HOUSE

THAT SHOWS MANY INTERESTING STRUCTURAL FEATURESA ROOMY, INVITING

FARMHOUSE, DESIGNED FOR PLEASANT HOME LIFE IN THE COUNTRYA SIMPLE,

STRAIGHTFORWARD DESIGN FROM WHICH MANY HOMES HAVE BEEN BUILTA

CRAFTSMAN HOUSE IN WHICH TOWER CONSTRUCTION HAS BEEN EFFECTIVELY

USEDA CONCRETE COTTAGE DESIGNED IN THE FORM OF A GREEK CROSS TO ADMIT

MORE LIGHTA BUNGALOW OF IRREGULAR FORM AND UNUSUALLY INTERESTING

CONSTRUCTIONA ROOMY, HOMELIKE FARMHOUSE FOR LOVERS OF PLAIN AND

WHOLESOME COUNTRY LIFEA PLASTER HOUSE UPON WHICH WOOD HAS BEEN

LIBERALLY USEDA FARMHOUSE DESIGNED WITH A LONG, UNBROKEN ROOF LINE AT

THE BACKTWO INEXPENSIVE BUT CHARMING COTTAGES FOR WOMEN WHO WANT

THEIR OWN HOMESA LOG HOUSE THAT WILL SERVE EITHER AS A SUMMER CAMP OR

A COUNTRY HOMEA PLEASANT AND HOMELIKE COTTAGE DESIGNED FOR A SMALL

FAMILYA COUNTRY CLUBHOUSE THAT IS BUILT LIKE A LOG CABINA PLAIN LITTLE

CABIN THAT WOULD MAKE A GOOD SUMMER HOME IN THE WOODSA BUNGALOW



BUILT AROUND A COURTYARD FACING THE WATERA RUSTIC CABIN THAT IS MEANT

FOR A WEEKEND COTTAGE OR A VACATION HOMEA BUNGALOW DESIGNED FOR A

MOUNTAIN CAMP OR SUMMER HOMEA CONVENIENT BUNGALOW WITH SEPARATE

KITCHEN AND OPEN AIR DINING ROOMA COTTAGE PLANNED WITH A SPECIAL IDEA

TO ECONOMICAL HEATINGA COTTAGE THAT COMES WITHIN THE LIMITS OF VERY

MODERATE MEANSA COUNTRY HOUSE THAT WAS ORIGINALLY PLANNED FOR A

MOUNTAIN CAMPPORCHES, PERGOLAS AND TERRACES: THE CHARM OF LIVING OUT

OF DOORSTHE EFFECTIVE USE OF COBBLESTONES AS A LINK BETWEEN HOUSE

AND LANDSCAPEBEAUTIFUL GARDEN GATES : THE CHARM THAT IS ALWAYS FOUND

IN AN INTERESTING APPROACH TO AN ENCLOSURETHE NATURAL GARDEN: SOME

THINGS THAT CAN BE DONE WHEN NATURE IS FOLLOWED INSTEAD OF

THWARTEDWHAT MAY BE DONE WITH WATER AND ROCKS IN A LITTLE GARDENHALLS

AND STAIRWAYS: THEIR IMPORTANCE IN THE GENERAL SCHEME OF A CRAFTSMAN

HOUSETHE LIVING ROOM: ITS MANY USES AND THE POSSIBILITIES IT HAS FOR

COMFORT AND BEAUTYTHE DINING ROOM AS A CENTER OF HOSPITALITY AND GOOD

CHEERA CONVENIENT AND WELL-EQUIPPED KITCHEN THAT SIMPLIFIES THE

HOUSEWORKTHE TREATMENT OF WALL SPACES SO THAT A ROOM IS IN ITSELF

COMPLETE AND SATISFYINGFLOORS THAT COMPLETE THE DECORATIVE SCHEME OF

A ROOMAN OUTLINE OF FURNITURE-MAKING IN THIS COUNTRY: SHOWING THE

PLACE OF CRAFTSMAN FURNITURE IN THE EVOLUTION OF AN AMERICAN

STYLEWILLOW CHAIRS AND SETTLES WHICH HARMONIZE WITH THE MORE SEVERE

AND MASSIVE FURNITURE MADE OF OAKCRAFTSMAN METAL WORK : DESIGNED AND

MADE ACCORDING TO THE SAME PRINCIPLES THAT RULE THE FURNITURETHE KIND

OF FABRICS AND NEEDLEWORK THAT HARMONIZE WITH AND COMPLETE THE

CRAFTSMAN DECORATIVE SCHEMECABINET WORK FOR HOME WORKERS AND

STUDENTS WHO WISH TO LEARN THE FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES OF

CONSTRUCTIONOUR NATIVE WOODS AND THE CRAFTSMAN METHOD OF FINISHING

THEMTHE CRAFTSMAN IDEA OF THE KIND OF HOME ENVIRONMENT THAT WOULD

RESULT FROM MORE NATURAL STANDARDS OF LIFE AND WORK“Beauty does not

consist so much in the things represented as in the need one has had of expressing them; and

this need it is which created the degree of force with which one acquits oneself of the work.

One may say that everything is beautiful provided the thing turns up in its own proper time and

in its own place; and contrariwise that nothing can be beautiful, arriving inappropriately.”Jean

François Millet.“THE SIMPLIFICATION OF LIFE:” A CHAPTER FROM EDWARD

CARPENTER’S BOOK CALLED “ENGLAND’S IDEAL”WHEN we remember the sincere

reformers of the world, do we not always recall most gladly the simple men amongst them,

Savonarola rather than Tolstoi, Gorky rather than Goethe, and would it not be difficult to

associate this memory of individual effort for public good with consciously elegant

surroundings. Could we, for instance, picture Savonarola with a life handicapped, perhaps, by

eager pursuit of sartorial eccentricities, with a bias for elaborate cuisine and insistence upon

unearned opulence, or the earning of luxury at the sacrifice of other’s lives or happiness ? It

does not somehow fit into the frame. In remembering those who have dedicated their lives to

the benefit of their own lands, we inevitably picture them as men of simple ways, who have

asked little and given much, who have freed their shoulders from the burdens of luxury, who

have stripped off from their lives the tight inflexible bandages of unnecessary formalities, and

who have thus been left free for those great essentials of honest existence, for courage, for

unselfishness, for heroic purpose and, above all, for the clear vision which means the



acceptance of that final good, honesty of purpose, without which there can be no real meaning

in life.Such right living and clear thinking cannot find abiding place except among those whose

lives bring them back close to Nature’s ways, those who are content to be clad simply and

comfortably, to accept from life only just compensation for useful toil, who prefer to live much in

the open, finding in the opportunity for labor the right to live; those who desire to rest from toil

in homes built to meet their individual need of rest and peace and joy, homes which realize a

personal standard of comfort and beauty; those who demand honesty in all expression from all

friends, and who give in return sincerity and unselfishness, those who are fearless of sorrow,

yet demand joy; those who rank work and rest as equal means of progress—in such lives only

may we find the true regeneration for any nation, for only in such simplicity and sincerity can a

nation develop a condition of permanent and properly equalized welfare.By simplicity here is

not meant any foolish whimsical eccentricity of dress or manner or architecture, colonized and

made conspicuous by useless wealth, for eccentricity is but an expression of individual egotism

and as such must inevitably be short-lived. And what our formal, artificial world of today needs

is not more of this sort of eccentricity and egotism, but less; not more conscious posing for

picturesque reform, but greater and quieter achievement along lines of fearless honesty; not

less beauty, but infinitely more of a beauty that is real and lasting because it is born out of use

and taste.From generation to generation every nation has the privilege of nourishing men and

women (but a few) who think and live thus sincerely and beautifully, and who so far as possible

strive to impress upon their own generation the need of such sincerity and beauty in daily life.

One of the rarest and most honest of these sincere personalities in modern life is Edward

Carpenter, an Englishman who, though born to wealth and station, has stripped his life of

superfluous social paraphernalia and stepped out of the clumsy burden of tradition, up (not

down) to the life of the simple, common people, earning his living and that of his family as a

cobbler (and a good one, too) and living in a peaceful fashion in a home planned and largely

constructed by himself. His life and his work are with the people. He knows their point of view,

he writes for them, lectures for them, and though a leader in modern thought in England and a

man of genius, he is one with his daily associates in purpose and general scheme of existence.

In all his present writings the common man and his relation to civilization, is Mr. Carpenter’s

theme, and he deals with the great problems of sociology in plain practical terms and with a

straightforward thought born of that surest knowledge possible, experience.From the beginning

of the endeavor of THE CRAFTSMAN to aid in the interests of better art, better work and a

better and more reasonable way of living, the work of Edward Carpenter has been an

inspiration and an ideal, born out of that sympathy of purpose which makes men of whatever

nation brothers and comrades. We have from time to time in the magazine quoted from Mr.

Carpenter’s books at length, feeling that he was expressing our own ideal as no words of ours

could, and particularly have we felt a oneness of purpose with him in his book called

“England’s Ideal,” in which he publishes a chapter on the “Simplification of Life,” which with its

honesty, sincerity, its high courage and rare judgment should make clear the pathway for all of

those among us who are honestly interested in readjusting life on a plane of greater usefulness

and higher beauty. In this essay which we purpose here to quote at length, Mr. Carpenter

begins by speaking of his own method of readjusting his life as follows:“IF YOU do not want to

be a vampire and a parasite upon others, the great question of practical life which everyone

has to face, is how to carry it on with as little labor and effort as may be. No one wants to labor

needlessly, and if you have to earn everything you spend, economy becomes a very personal

question—not necessarily in the pinching sense, but merely as adaptation of means to the end.

When I came some years ago to live with cottagers (earning say £50 to £60 a year) and share



their life, I was surprised to find how little both in labor and expense their food cost them, who

were doing far more work than I was, or indeed the generality of the people among whom I had

been living. This led me to see that the somewhat luxurious mode of living I had been

accustomed to was a mere waste, as far as adaptation to any useful end was concerned; and

afterward I had decided that it had been a positive hindrance, for when I became habituated to

a more simple life and diet, I found that a marked improvement took place in my powers both of

mind and body.“The difference arising from having a small piece of garden is very great, and

makes one feel how important it is that every cottage should have a plot of ground attached. A

rood of land (quarter acre) is sufficient to grow all potatoes and other vegetables and some

fruit for the year’s use, say for a family of five. Half an acre would be an ample allowance. Such

a piece of land may easily be cultivated by anyone in the odd hours of regular work, and the

saving is naturally large from not having to go to the shop for everything of this nature that is

needed.“Of course, the current mode of life is so greatly wasteful, and we have come to

consider so many things as necessaries—whether in food, furniture, clothing or what not—

which really bring us back next to no profit or pleasure compared with the labor spent upon

them, that it is really difficult to know where the balance of true economy would stand if, so to

speak, left to itself. All we can do is to take the existing mode of life in its simpler forms,

somewhat as above, and work from that as a basis. For though the cottager’s way of living, say

in our rural districts or in the neighborhood of our large towns, is certainly superior to that of

the well-to-do, that does not argue that it is not capable of improvement.* * * *“NO DOUBT

immense simplifications of our daily life are possible; but this does not seem to be a matter

which has been much studied. Rather hitherto the tendency has been all the other way, and

every additional ornament to the mantelpiece has been regarded as an acquisition and not as

a nuisance; though one doesn’t see any reason, in the nature of things, why it should be

regarded as one more than the other. It cannot be too often remembered that every additional

object in a house requires additional dusting, cleaning, repairing; and lucky you are if its

requirements stop there. When you abandon a wholesome tile or stone floor for a Turkey

carpet, you are setting out on a voyage of which you cannot see the end. The Turkey carpet

makes the old furniture look uncomfortable, and calls for stuffed couches and armchairs; the

couches and armchairs demand a walnut-wood table; the walnut-wood table requires polishing,

and the polish bottles require shelves; the couches and armchairs have casters and springs,

which give way and want mending; they have damask seats, which fade and must be covered;

the chintz covers require washing, and when washed they call for antimacassars to keep them

clean. The antimacassars require wool, and the wool requires knitting-needles, and the knitting-

needles require a box, the box demands a side table to stand on and the side table involves

more covers and casters—and so we go on. Meanwhile the carpet wears out and has to be

supplemented by bits of drugget, or eked out with oilcloth, and beside the daily toil required to

keep this mass of rubbish in order, we have every week or month, instead of the pleasant

cleaning-day of old times, a terrible domestic convulsion and bouleversement of the

household.“It is said by those who have traveled in Arabia that the reason why there are so

many religious enthusiasts in that country, is that in the extreme simplicity of the life and

uniformity of the landscape there, heaven—in the form of the intense blue sky—seems close

upon one. One may almost see God. But we moderns guard ourselves effectually against this

danger. For beside the smoke pall which covers our towns, we raise in each household such a

dust of trivialities that our attention is fairly absorbed, and if this screen subsides for a moment

we are sure to have the daily paper up before our eyes so that if a chariot of fire were sent to

fetch us, ten to one we should not see it.“However, if this multiplying of the complexity of life is



really grateful to some people, one cannot quarrel with them for pursuing it; and to many it

appears to be so. When a sewing machine is introduced into a household the simple-minded

husband thinks that, as it works ten times as quick as the hand, there will now be only a tenth

part of the time spent by his wife and daughter in sewing that there was before. But he is

ignorant of human nature. To his surprise he finds that there is no difference in the time. The

difference is in the plaits and flounces—they put ten times as many on their dresses. Thus we

see how little external reforms avail. If the desire for simplicity is not really present, no labor-

saving appliances will make life simpler.“As a rule all curtains, hangings, cloths and covers,

which are not absolutely necessary, would be dispensed with. They all create dust and

stiffness, and all entail trouble and recurring expense, and they all tempt the housekeeper to

keep out the air and sunlight—two things of the last and most vital importance. I like a room

which looks its best when the sun streams into it through wide open doors and windows. If the

furnishing of it cannot stand this test—if it looks uncomfortable under the operation—you may

be sure there is something unwholesome about it. As to the question of elegance or

adornment, that may safely be left to itself. The studied effort to make interiors elegant has only

ended—in what we see. After all, if things are in their places they will always look well. What,

by common consent, is more graceful than a ship—the sails, the spars, the rigging, the lines of

the hull ? Yet go on board and you will scarcely find one thing placed there for the purpose of

adornment. An imperious necessity rules everything; this rope could have no other place than it

has, nor could be less thick or thicker than it is; and it is, in fact, this necessity which makes the

ship beautiful. * * * *“WITH regard to clothing, as with furniture and the other things, it can be

much simplified if one only desires it so. Probably, however, most people do not desire it, and of

course they are right in keeping to the complications. Who knows but what there is some

influence at work for some ulterior purpose which we do not guess, in causing us to artificialize

our lives to the extraordinary extent we do in modern times ? Our ancestors wore woad, and it

does not at first sight seem obvious why we should not do the same. Without, however,

entering into the woad question, we may consider some ways in which clothing may be

simplified without departing far from the existing standard. It seems to be generally admitted

now that wool is the most suitable material as a rule. I find that a good woolen coat, such as is

ordinarily worn, feels warmer when unlined than it does when a layer of silk or cotton is

interposed between the woolen surface and the body. It is also lighter; thus in both ways the

simplification is a gain. Another advantage is that it washes easier and better, and is at all

times cleaner. No one who has had the curiosity to unpick the lining of a tailor-made coat that

has been in wear a little time, will, I think, ever wish to have coats made on the same principle

again. The rubbish he will find inside, the frettings and frayings of the cloth collected in little dirt-

heaps up and down, the paddings of cotton wool, the odd lots of miscellaneous stuff used as

backings, the quantity of canvas stiffening, the tags and paraphernalia connected with the

pockets, bits of buckram inserted here and there to make the coat “sit” well—all these things

will be a warning to him. * * * *“And certainly, nowadays, many folk visibly are in their coffins.

Only the head and hands are out, all the rest of the body clearly sickly with want of light and

air, atrophied, stiff in the joints, strait-waistcoated, and partially mummied. Sometimes it seems

to me that is the reason why, in our modern times, the curious intellect is so abnormally

developed, the brain and the tongue waggle so, because these organs alone have a chance,

the rest are shut out from heaven’s light and air; the poor human heart grown feeble and weary

in its isolation and imprisonment, the liver diseased and the lungs straitened down to mere

sighs and conventional disconsolate sounds beneath their cerements.“There are many other

ways in which the details and labor of daily life may be advantageously reduced, which will



occur to anyone who turns practical attention to the matter. For myself I confess to a great

pleasure in witnessing the Economics of Life—and how seemingly nothing need be wasted;

how the very stones that offend the spade in the garden become invaluable when footpaths

have to be laid out or drains to be made. Hats that are past wear get cut up into strips for

nailing creepers on the wall; the upper leathers of old shoes are useful for the same purpose.

The under garment that is too far gone for mending is used for patching another less decrepit

of its kind, then it is torn up into strips for bandages or what not; and when it has served its

time thus it descends to floor washing, and is scrubbed out of life—useful to the end. When my

coat has worn itself into an affectionate intimacy with my body, when it has served for Sunday

best, and for week days, and got weather-stained out in the fields with the sun and rain—then

faithful, it does not part from me, but getting itself cut up into shreds and patches descends to

form a hearthrug for my feet. After that, when worn through, it goes into the kennel and keeps

my dog warm, and so after lapse of years, retiring to the manure-heaps and passing out on to

the land, returns to me in the form of potatoes for my dinner; or being pastured by my sheep,

reappears upon their backs as the material of new clothing. Thus it remains a friend to all time,

grateful to me for not having despised and thrown it away when it first got behind the fashions.

And seeing we have been faithful to each other, my coat and I, for one round or life-period, I do

not see why we should not renew our intimacy—in other metamorphoses—or why we should

ever quite lose touch of each other through the aeons.“In the above sketch my object has been

not so much to put forward any theory of the conduct of daily life, or to maintain that one

method of living is of itself superior to another, as to try and come at the facts connected with

the subject. In the long run every household has to support itself; the benefits and

accommodations it receives from society have to be covered by the labor it expends for society.

This cannot be got over. The present effort of a large number of people to live on interest and

dividends, and so in a variety of ways on the labor of others, is simply an effort to make water

run up hill; it cannot last very long. The balance, then, between the labor that you may

consume and the labor that you expend may be struck in many different ways, but it has to be

struck; and I have been interested to bring together some materials for an easy solution of the

problem.”“THE ART OF BUILDING A HOME”: BY BARRY PARKER AND RAYMOND

UNWINAS A nation we do not easily submit to coercion. We want a hand in the government,

national or local. We are pretty direct if we do not like a senator or a governor, and express our

opinion fully of our ministers and college presidents. In more intimate matters of courtship and

marriage we regard ourselves as more independent than any other nation. We marry usually

whom we please, and live where we please, and work as we please—but when it comes to that

most vital matter—building a home, individuality and independence seem to vanish, and we

are browbeaten alike by architect, builder, contractor, interior decorator, picture dealer and

furniture man. We live in any old house that anyone else has discarded, and we submit to all

manner of tyrannies as to the size, style and finish of our houses, impertinences that we would

not permit in any other detail of life. We not only imitate foreign ideals in our architecture, but

we have become artificial and unreal in all the detail of the finish and fittings of our homes. How

many of us would dare to rise up and assert sufficient individuality to plan and build a house

that exactly suited our personal ideal of comfort and beauty, and represented our station in life ?

And to what extent can we hope for finer ideals in a country that is afraid to be sincere in that

most significant feature of national achievement—the home. We are a country of self-

supporting men and women, and we cannot expect to develop an honest significant

architecture until we build homes that are simple, yet beautiful, that proclaim fine democratic

standards and that are essentially appropriate to busy intelligent people.That this same state of



affairs prevails somewhat in other lands (though nowhere to the same extent as in America) we

realize from the writing of two well-known English architects, Barry Parker and Raymond

Unwin, who in a series of lectures published under the title of “The Art of Building a Home”

have entered a plea for greater honesty in architecture and greater sincerity in decoration

which ought to strike a responsive chord in the heart of every American who has contemplated

the foolish, unthinking, artificial structures which we have vainly called homes.In the

introduction to this vital valuable little book Messrs. Parker and Unwin take up the question of

lack of thought in architecture in so simple, straightforward and illuminating a fashion that it has

seemed wise to present it to the readers of CRAFTSMAN HOMES as expressing our creeds

and establishing more fully our own ideals!“THE way we run in ruts is wonderful: our inability to

find out the right principles upon which to set to work to accomplish what we take in hand, or to

go to the bottom of things, is simply astonishing: while the resignation with which we accept the

Recognized and Usual as the Right and Inevitable is really beautiful.“In nothing is this

tendency more noticeable than in the art of house-building. We begin by considering what, in

the way of a house, our neighbors have; what they would expect us to have; what is customary

in the rank of life to which we belong; anything, in fact, but what are our actual needs. About

the last thing we do is to make our home take just that form which will, in the most

straightforward manner, meet our requirements. * * * *“The planning having been dictated by

convention, all the details are worked out under the same influence. To each house is applied a

certain amount of meaningless mechanical and superficial ornamentation according to some

recognized standard. No use whatever is made of the decorative properties inherent in the

construction and in the details necessary to the building. These are put as far as possible out

of sight. For example, latches and locks are all let into the doors leaving visible the knobs only.

The hinges are hidden in the rebate of the door frame, while the real door frame, that which

does the work, is covered up with a strip of flimsy molded board styled the architrave. All

constructional features, wherever possible, are smeared over with a coat of plaster to bring

them up to the same dead level of flat monotony, leaving a clear field for the erection of the

customary abominations in the form of cornices, imitation beams where no beams are wanted,

and plaster brackets which could support, and do support, nothing. Even with the fire the chief

aim seems to be to acknowledge as few of its properties and characteristics as possible; it is

buried as deep in the wall and as far out of sight and out of the way as may be; it is smothered

up with as much uncongenial and inappropriate “enrichment” as can be crowded round it; and,

to add the final touch of senseless incongruity, some form of that massive and apparently very

constructional and essential thing we call a mantelpiece is erected, in wood, stone or marble,

towering it may be even to the ceiling . If we were not so accustomed to it, great would be our

astonishment to find that this most prominent feature has really no function whatever, beyond

giving cause for a lot of other things as useful and beautiful as itself, which exist only that they

may be put upon it, ‘to decorate it.’ * * * *“The essence and life of design lies in finding that form

for anything which will, with the maximum of convenience and beauty, fit it for the particular

functions it has to perform, and adapt it to the special circumstances in which it must be

placed. Perhaps the most fruitful source whence charm of design arises in anything, is the

grace with which it serves its purpose and conforms to its surroundings. How many of the

beautiful features of the work of past ages, which we now arbitrarily reproduce and copy, arose

out of the skilful and graceful way in which some old artist-craftsman, or chief mason, got over

a difficulty! If, instead of copying these features when and where the cause for them does not

exist, we would rather emulate the spirit in which they were produced, there would be more

hope of again seeing life and vigor in our architecture and design.“WHEN the architect leaves



the house, the subservience to convention is not over. After him follow the decorator and the

furnisher, who try to overcome the lifelessness and vapidity by covering all surfaces with

fugitive decorations and incongruous patterns, and filling the rooms with flimsy stereotyped

furniture and nick-nacks. To these the mistress of the house will be incessantly adding, from an

instinctive feeling of the incompleteness and unsatisfactoriness of the whole. Incidentally we

see here one reason why the influence of the architect should not stop at the completion of the

four walls, but should extend to the last detail of the furnished house. When his responsibility

ceases with the erection of the shell, it is natural that he should look very little beyond this.

There is no inducement for him to work out any definite scheme for a finished room, for he

knows that if he had any aim the decorator and furnisher would certainly miss it and would fail

to complete his creation. If, when designing a house, the architect were bearing in mind the

effect each room would have when finished and furnished, his conceptions would be

influenced from the very beginning, and his attitude toward the work would tend to undergo an

entire change. At present he but too readily accepts the popular idea of art as a thing quite

apart from life, a sort of trimming to be added if funds allow.“It is this prevalent conception of

beauty as a sweetmeat, something rather nice which may be taken or left according to

inclination after the solid meal has been secured, which largely causes the lack of comeliness

we find in our houses. Before this idea can be dispelled and we can appreciate either the place

which art should hold in our lives or the importance of rightly educating the appreciation of it,

we must realize that beauty is part of the necessary food of any life worth the name; that art,

which is the expression of beauty as conceived and created by man, is primarily concerned

with the making of the useful garments of life beautiful, not with the trimming of them; and that,

moreover, in its higher branches art is the medium through which the most subtle ideas are

conveyed from man to man.“Understanding something of the true meaning of art, we may set

about realizing it, at least in the homes which are so much within our control. Let us have in our

houses, rooms where there shall be space to carry on the business of life freely and with

pleasure, with furniture made for use; rooms where a drop of water spilled is not fatal; where

the life of a child is not made a burden to it by unnecessary restraint; plain, simple, and

ungarnished if necessary, but honest. Let us have such ornament as we do have really

beautiful and wrought by hand, carving, wrought metal, embroidery, painting, something which

it has given pleasure to the producer to create, and which shows this in every line—the only

possible work of art. Let us call in the artist, bid him leave his easel pictures, and paint on our

walls and over the chimney corner landscapes and scenes which shall bring light and life into

the room; which shall speak of nature, purity, and truth; shall become part of the room, of the

walls on which they are painted, and of the lives of us who live beside them; paintings which

our children shall grow up to love, and always connect with scenes of home with that vividness

of a memory from childhood which no time can efface. Then, if necessary, let the rest of the

walls go untouched in all the rich variety of color and tone, of light and shade, of the naked

brickwork. Let the floor go uncarpeted, and the wood unpainted, that we may have time to

think, and money with which to educate our children to think also. Let us have rooms which

once decorated are always decorated, rooms fit to be homes in the fullest poetry of the name;

in which no artificiality need momentarily force us to feel shame for things of which we know

there is nothing to be ashamed: rooms which can form backgrounds, fitting and dignified, at the

time and in our memories, for all those little scenes, those acts of kindness and small duties,

as well as the scenes of deep emotion and trial, which make up the drama of our lives at

home.”Published in The Craftsman, October, 1905Shown in color the inside front

cover.CRAFTSMAN LIVING ROOM SHOWING RECESSED WINDOW-SEAT, OVERHEAD



BEAMS AND GIRDERS AND HIGH WAINSCOT BUILT WITH RECESSES TO HOLD BITS OF

METAL OR POTTERY. THE USE OF LANTERNS HANGING FROM THE BEAMS SHOWS

THE FAVORITE CRAFTSMAN METHOD OF LIGHTING A ROOM. THE CRAFTSMAN PIANO

EXACTLY CORRESPONDS WITH THE WOODWORK SO THAT IT SEEMS TO BE A PART

OF IT.A CRAFTSMAN HOUSE FOUNDED ON THE CALIFORNIA MISSION STYLEWE have

selected for presentation here what we consider the best of the houses designed in The

Craftsman Workshops and published in THE CRAFTSMAN during the past five years. Brought

together in this way into a closely related group, these designs serve to show the development

of the Craftsman idea of home building, decoration and furnishing, and to make plain the

fundamental principles which underlie the planning of every Craftsman house. These principles

are simplicity, durability, fitness for the life that is to be lived in the house and harmony with its

natural surroundings. Given these things, the beauty and comfort of the home environment

develops as naturally as a flowering plant from the root.As will be seen, these houses range

from the simplest little cottages or bungalows costing only a few hundred dollars, up to large

and expensive residences. But they are all Craftsman houses, nevertheless, and all are

designed with regard to the kind of durability that will insure freedom from the necessity of

frequent repairs ; to the greatest economy of space and material, and to the securing of plenty

of space and freedom in the interior of the house by doing away with unnecessary partitions

and the avoidance of any kind of crowding. For interest, beauty, and the effect of home comfort

and welcome, we depend upon the liberal use of wood finished in such a way that all its

friendliness is revealed; upon warmth, richness, and variety in the color scheme of walls, rugs

and draperies, and upon the charm of structural features such as chimneypieces, window-

seats, staircases, fireside nooks, and built-in furnishings of all kinds, our object being to have

each room so interesting in itself that it seems complete before a single piece of furniture is put

into it.This plain cement house has been selected for presentation at the head of the list chiefly

because it was the first house designed in The Craftsman Workshops and was published in

THE CRAFTSMAN for January, 1904, for the benefit of the newly formed Home Builders’ Club.

Therefore it serves to furnish us with a starting point from which we may judge whether or not

any advance has since been made in the application of the Craftsman idea to the planning and

furnishing of houses.It was only natural that our first expression of this idea should take shape

in a house which, without being exactly founded on the Mission architecture so much used in

California, is nevertheless reminiscent of that style, this effect being given by the low broad

proportions of the building and the use of shallow, round arches over the entrance and the two

openings which give light and air to the recessed porch in front. The thick cement walls are left

rough, a primitive treatment that produces a quality and texture difficult to obtain by any other

method and to which time and weather lend additional interest. The roof, which is low pitched

and has a fairly strong projection, is covered with unglazed red Spanish tile in the usual lap-roll

pattern with ridge rolls and cresting. The house, as it stands, is a fair example of the way in

which the problem of the exterior has been solved by the combination of three factors:

simplicity of building materials, employment of constructive features as the only decoration,

and the recognition of the color element which is so necessary in bringing about the necessary

harmony between the house and its surroundings. In this case the walls are treated with a

pigment that gives a soft warm creamy tone, almost a biscuit color, and the roof is dull red,—a

scheme that is excellently suited to the prevailing color in California or in the South, where

yellows, browns and violets abound. For the colder coloring of the northern or eastern

landscape, the cement walls might either be left in the natural gray, or given a tone of dull

green, which, applied unevenly, gives an admirable effect upon rough cast plaster. Or, for that



matter, the house might be built of brick, stone, or of any one of the various forms of concrete

construction. And the roof could be of tile, heavy shingles, or, if given a steeper pitch, of heavy,

rough slate. In fact, the design as shown here is chiefly suggestive in its nature, making clear

the fundamental principles of the Craftsman house and leaving room for such variation of detail

as the owner may desire. It will be noted that the foundation is not visible and that the turf and

shrubbery around it appear to cling to the walls of the house,—a circumstance that is

apparently slight and yet has a good deal to do with the linking of a house to the ground on

which it stands. This effect would be greatly heightened by a growth of vines over the large

plain wall spaces, which would lend themselves admirably to a natural drapery of ivy or

ampelopsis.Published in The Craftsman, January, 1904A CRAFTSMAN HOUSE BUILT OF

CEMENT OR CONCRETE AFTER THE CALIFORNIA MISSION STYLE, WITH-LOW

PITCHED TILED ROOF, ROUND ARCHES AND STRAIGHT MASSIVE WALLS. THE

DECORATIVE EFFECT DEPENDS ENTIRELY UPON COLOR, PROPORTIONS AND

STRUCTURAL FEATURESFIRST STORY FLOOR PLAN.The treatment of the interior is based

upon the principles already laid down, the object being to obtain the maximum effect of beauty

and comfort from materials which are few in number and comparatively inexpensive. Although

we have not space here for illustration of the interior features, a description of the color scheme

employed and of the use made of woodwork and built-in furnishings may serve to give some

idea of its character. While the outside of the house is plain to severity, the inside, as we have

designed it, glows with color and is rich in suggestion of home comfort. As in all Craftsman

houses, wood is abundantly used in the form of beams, wainscots and numerous built-in

furnishings.SECOND STORY FLOOR PLAN.AN OLD-FASHIONED HOUSE WITH THE

DINING ROOM AND KITCHEN IN ONEPublished in The Craftsman, May, 1905.VIEW OF

HOUSE FROM THE FRONT SHOWING DORMERS, ENTRANCE PORCH AND GROUPING

OF WINDOWS.UPON looking over the plan of this compact little dwelling, it occurs to us that

possibly some people might like the general idea of the house and yet not find it convenient to

go into the simple life to such an extent as to have the dining room and kitchen in one, as

suggested here. Personally we like very much the homely comfort and good cheer which

belongs to the big, old-fashioned kitchen which is exquisitely kept and which has in it room for

the dining table. But in order to make such an arrangement a success, a woman would have to

be the sort of a housekeeper her grandmother probably was, and take a personal interest in

her cupboard shelves and the brilliancy of her copper and brass cooking utensils, which few

women nowadays have time to do.SECOND STORY FLOOR PLAN.FIRST STORY FLOOR

PLAN.For those who prefer a separate dining room and a kitchen proper, we would suggest

that the pantry and storeroom be thrown into one and used for a kitchen. The chimney built for

the range would serve equally well for a fireplace in the dining room, and the range, if set in the

adjoining corner, could easily be connected with the same flue. One of the pleasantest features

is the veranda at the back, which can be enclosed with glass in winter.RECESSED VERANDA

AT THE BACK OF THE HOUSE, WHICH MAY BE USED AS A DINING PORCH IN SUMMER

AND GLASSED IN FOR A CONSERVATORY OR SUN ROOM IN WINTER.LIVING ROOM,

SHOWING FIREPLACE OF SPLIT BOULDERS; NOOK WITH BUILT-IN BOOKCASES AND

WRITING DESK; DIVISION OF WALL SPACES BY WAINSCOTING, STENCILED PANELS

AND FRIEZE, AND EFFECT OF CASEMENTS SET HIGH IN THE WALL ABOVE THE

WAINSCOT.KITCHEN AND DINING ROOM COMBINED, SHOWING RANGE SET IN A

RECESS AND HOODED TO CARRY OFF COOKING ODORS ; THE DECORATIVE EFFECT

OF AN OLD-FASHIONED CUPBOARD BUILT INTO THE WALL AND THE PLACING OF THE

DINING TABLE BENEATH A GROUP OF FOUR WINDOWS.A SMALL COTTAGE THAT IS



COMFORTABLE, ATTRACTIVE AND INEXPENSIVE
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Adam Selene, “Great old designs that gave me some compelling ideas.. Captures the spirit of

the Arts and Crafts movement very well. I fully intend to build one of these domiciles soon, but

it will be modernized. Technology in plumbing alone is enough to call for modifications to the

traditional designs, never mind LED lights. However, the efficient design of these houses

cannot be ignored and I will build modernized version of one of them. I especially like the idea

of the sleeping porch and the nice big front porch sheltered from the elements. I also like the

idea of the kitchen having a separate room attached to as a pantry an utility room.”

Jon and Tammy Wanzer, “It is a great resource for getting started in the appreciation of the ....

This book is a collection of magazine articles from the early 1900's on the Craftsman style of

Gustav Stickley. It applies mostly to architectural design. There is also a section in the back that

covers cabinet work including some furniture. It is a great resource for getting started in the

appreciation of the Stickley-Craftsman style. It is also a good starting point if you are interested

in building a Craftsman style home.”

H. David Sheets, “A fun source book. I enjoyed the discussion and illustration of Craftsmen

homes, I used it for ideas and inspiration in renovating my own home. It is also an interesting

view of home life and social mores in a different era.”
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Richard, “Architecture and furnishings of the arts and crafts movement by Gustav Stickley. This

is a good reference book, written by Gustav Stickley. It is a reprint originally published in 1909.

Also this was a bargain at $6 slightly used.”

HC, “Classic homes. Really nice illustrations of interiors and floor plans, with commentary by

the author.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Nice Classic Book. Great book of Classic Craftsman designs.”

The book by Gustav Stickley has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 129 people have provided feedback.
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